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Schedule
the timetable for the next days

July 9, 2003 // Contest day 2
Contestants
7:30
9:00

2nd Contest Session
Paulinum

12:30
14:30
15:30
18:00

Lunch
JGH
Recreation

19:00
20:00

Leaders and Guests
Breakfast
JGH
Translation of Questions
Paulinum / JGH?
Lunch
JGH

Culture and Disco Night

Dinner
JGH
5th GA meeting
Conclusion of 2nd Contest Session
VIP Dinner
Kleiner Kiepenkerl

July 10, 2003 // Excursion Day 2
Contestants
7:30
8:30
11:00
13:00
14:00
17:00
18:00
20:00

Fun
the one and only Garfield
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Leaders and Guests
Breakfast
JGH
Departure
Guided Tour
Landschaftspark Duisburg-Nord: „Structural Change“
Departure
City Sightseeing Cologne
Strolling and Shopping / Visit to the Cathedral
Departure
Dinner
Schloss-Destille Zons
Departure
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Welcome contestants!

wrote her first poems while she was

Back to your work, ladies and gentlemen

spending her youth in the family castle.

After enjoying the beautiful countryside
of Westphalia and having a nice time in
the swimming pool of Sudmühle it is now
time to “ride your horses” again. The
next part of the contest is scheduled for
today, so get up and get your points!
To give you something to read while
relaxing after the contest, we have again
a broad bandwidth of reports, beginning
with yesterday’s visit of Castle Hülshoff
and the leisure time, we bring you a
sneak preview about what comes up on

The castle itself is a lovely place,

the next excursion. Just for you.

featuring a park, where visitors can
enjoy the wonderful nature and the nice
work of the gardeners which keep the

Hülshoff Castle

historical outlook of the whole exterior of

Home of Westphalia’s most famous poet

Yesterday,

the

contestants

visited

Hülshoff Castle. It is surely not the most
impressive building in Westphalia, but it
definitely is one of the most poetic ones.
Encouraged by her father and her
mother, the first one a science-loving

the castle. The castle itself is open to
visitors as an Annette v. Droste-Hülshoff
museum. The interested visitor has
therefore the opportunity to experience
the environment in which the poet had
lived in her youth.

man, the second one a literature-loving
woman,

Annette

v.

Droste-Hülshoff

Second Contest day
One more session to go

Today is the second contest session.
Again, the contestants will do their best
while solving problems stressed in the
tasks. The session begins at 9 am in the
Paulinum grammar school, in the exact
same room where they had their practice
contest and their first session. After the
session,

warm

food

awaits

the

contestants at the hostel, refilling their
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energy resources. Then, after dinner, a

there

culture

“Bananenreiferei” planned.

and

disco

night

for

the

is

a

visit

in

the

local

contestants, and a VIP dinner for the

The leaders and guests on the other side

leaders and guests is scheduled.

will have VIP a dinner at the “Kleiner
Kiepenkerl”,

a

genuine

restaurant

offering Westphalian specialties.
The “Bananenreiferei” is a club which is
located in a former train-depot where
once fruits had been stored. The club is
frequent visited by many young people,
living in Münster and in the surroundings
of the city. It has capacity for about 300
visitors and features mainstream music.
If you’re interested in taking a preview
look, check www.bananenreiferei.com.

Night Fever

Culture and disco night

Tonight, the contestants will experience
the night life of Münster. Since the
contest is in a city known for its
students, it would be appropriate to
show what the students do in Münster besides learning, of course. On every

The Bananenreiferei

Wednesday night, discos and bars offer
special

prices

Organization

for

students.

Committee

took

The

>> If you’re out in the city on your own,

this

you can ask your guides for nice

opportunity to let the contestants relax
after the exhausting contest session. So
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locations to go.
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Participants
Portraits of the teams

From left to right: Thomas Fersch, Tobias Müller, Matthias Nieverth, Hans-Christian Ebke, Marco Thomas,
Melanie Schmidt, Klaus Dingemann (missing), Heinrich-Gregor Zirnstein (missing)
Newsmag: Were your expectations met so far?
Team (GER): More than that. We’re very satisfied
with the common atmosphere.
N: Do you think you will win the contest?
Team: Since our country is the host country, we’re
gonna let the others win :)
N: Is this the first time for you at a CEOI?
Team: For three of us not.
N: How were the tasks?
Team: They were interesting.
N: Do you have a statement you want to see in the
newsletter?
Team: Zicke Zacke Zicke Zacke Hoi Hoi Hoi!

Newsmag: Were your expectations met so far?
Team (WTF): They were met, rather exceeded.
N: Do you think you will win the contest?
Team: It is everything to be here, not to win…
N: Is this the first time for you at a CEOI?
Team: Except for Melanie, yes.
N: How were the tasks?
Team: The Westphalian translation was missing.
:) They were fair.
N: Do you have a statement you want to see in the
newsletter?
Team: Win all the best possible alternatives! / Hey
we’re so tired!

09.07.2003 / Wednesday

10.07.2003 / Thursday

Quote of the day

Jij bent een prullenbak!
(you are a garbage bin)
Temprature: 14°C to 21°C

Temprature: 10°C to 23°C

Wind:

Wind:

17 km/h, NW

9 km/h, NW

was said to kim the dutch team leader
by hans-christian ebke.
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